What is a Healthy Relationship?
Concepts of healthy and unhealthy relationships can be
confusing, partly, because we have all had all kinds of different experiences of
relationships. However, whatever our background or experiences, there are some
essential components that every relationship should have in order to be healthy
and fulfilling for everyone. Healthy relationships should make you feel good about
yourself and your partner and should allow both partners to feel supported and
connected, but still feel independent. The two people in any relationship should be

able to decide what is healthy for them and what is not.

If any aspect of a

relationship does not feel right, you should have the freedom to voice your
concerns to your partner.

One way of considering whether or not a relationship is
healthy is to listen to the voices of women, who have
survived abusive relationships. Perhaps, they, more than
anyone else, are qualified to identify the criteria for what is
a healthy relationship in contrast to their experiences of
abuse. One method by which we can learn from their
wisdom and experience is by studying the Equality wheel,
(show graphic]. The equality wheel was developed as part
of a study undertaken with couples, where women had been abused by their male
partners, in an attempt to describe women’s experiences with men, who are not
abusive in intimate partner relationships. The core feature that was identified in
healthy relationships is equality. Equality is when you really identify with the other

person and their right to have parity in a relationship. It involves paying attention to
them and as you see them, recognising that the person facing you has the same
value as you, with having the same right to determine what happens in your
relationship and shared world, as you do. In unhealthy relationships, one person is
lost, as their voice, their wishes, their goals, their rights, in favour of the other person

The Equality Wheel
The Equality Wheel is particularly helpful when we compare
it with the power and control wheel that we have discussed in
our other video, What is domestic abuse. This is because the wheel was developed
not to describe equality per se, but to describe the changes needed for men, who
want to move from an abusive to non-violent partnership in their relationships. The
wheel describes 8 different qualities, which are present in relationships of equality
and that men, in particular, need to adopt, if they are going to build mutually respectful relationships:
•

Non-threatening behaviour

•

Respect

•

Trust and support

•

Honesty and accountability

•

Responsible parenting

•

Shared responsibility

•

Economic partnership

Human Needs and Relationship

According to human givens theory we have universal emotional needs as
human beings. In a healthy, loving relationship my partner will try and meet or
give me space to meet these needs. We won’t always be perfect, but our
partners will care about our needs try to use their power to support us to meet
our needs.. Whether we and our partners have our needs met is a great way
to evaluate how healthy our relationship really is.

Human Givens theory teaches us that we have 9 essential
emotional needs as human being:

Unhealthy Relationships

While it’s common to fight or bicker in most relationships, sometimes relationships can
be toxic and leave a person feeling insecure or scared.
Here are some signs of an unhealthy relationship:
•

Physical abuse: your partner pushes you, hits you or destroys your things.

•

Control: your partner tells you what to do, what to wear or who to hang out with.
They constantly check up on you or use threats (for example, to harm you or

themselves) to make you do things.
•

Humiliation: your partner calls you names, puts you down or makes you feel bad in
front of others.

•

Unpredictability: your partner gets angry easily and you don’t know what will set
them off. You feel like you’re walking on eggshells.

•

Pressure: your partner pushes you to do things you don’t want to do or aren’t ready
for, including sex or using drugs and alcohol. They don’t take “no” for an answer
and they use threats or ultimatums.

Some signs of an unhealthy relationship may be
considered If you’re experiencing physical, emotional or
sexual abuse, it’s important to get support and stay safe.

Resources
•

12 signs you’re in a health relationship: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=iPSH7PDEqA8

•

12 signs you’re in an unhealth relationship: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6AXUUB7P4lE,

•

The Equality Wheel for healthy relationship: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IRskYvrG6ME,

•

6 Human Needs: Do you need to feel significant?

•

https://www.tonyrobbins.com/mind-meaning/do-you-need-to-feel-significant/

